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Bridge the GAPP:

Learn How to Succeed in Your Aviation Career
Why is GAPP Important?
Due to a growing trend in the aviation industry, the FAA has recently imposed mandatory training at the
airline level specifically covering Professional Development, Pilot Mentoring and Leadership of new hire
pilots. FlightSafety Academy joins other leading aviation companies in noting a similar trend amongst
those interested in becoming student pilots. This is why we created GAPP, as a way to ensure all
students and their families have a clear understanding of what the expectations will be when starting a
rigorous flight training program to become a professional pilot.
Successful completion of GAPP will help ensure you possess the knowledge and skills needed to take full
advantage of your flight training and provide you the confidence to engage in your flight training
experience with energy and clear direction.

What is GAPP?
GAPP is a 10 day, full immersion into FlightSafety Academy’s flight training environment. It is meant to
help incoming student pilots understand the expectations and challenges many face while pursuing a
career as a professional pilot.
GAPP includes sessions on the following key flight training topics:









Creating your own personal timeline for training completion
Managing stress and difficult situations
Effective goal setting
Resume building
Health and Wellness
Campus Integration
Building class synergies
Controlling flight training costs
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Networking while still in flight training
Return on flight training investment
Study tips, ground school review and preparation
Shadowing a Flight Instructor and Student during a lesson
Discuss flight preparation
Participating in a Discovery Flight
Getting to know our Teammates and Instructors
How to build Professionalism and Leadership skills

Who Attends GAPP?
GAPP is a requirement for all students signing up for Private Pilot training or coming in with Private Pilot
credit. If you are new to the aviation industry, have never studied away from home, are concerned
about training delays or overages or do not fully understand the skills necessary to successfully
complete flight training, GAPP is for you! This is why we have made successful completion of GAPP a
prerequisite.

When is GAPP Offered?
GAPP is available prior to all scheduled Private Pilot start dates. Additional dates may be scheduled
upon request.

Where is GAPP Held?
GAPP will be completed on FlightSafety Academy’s convenient 30 acre campus located in sunny Vero
Beach, Florida. On-campus housing is available upon request provided availability.
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